Risk-based decision making of flood-damage-reduction (FDR) projects evaluates different design alternatives that have uncertain inundation-reduction benefits and costs. Uncertainties in FDR projects arise from, but are not limited to, the natural randomness of hydrological events, knowledge deficiency in hydrologic models, and the parameters, among others. This study investigates how the flood damage estimation is affected by the epistemic uncertainty resulting from using finite flood data in defining the flood-frequency relationship and its effects on risk-based decision making. A Monte Carlo simulation is applied in the study to simulate the epistemic uncertainty associated with the sampling error of the flood magnitude. The model parameter uncertainty is explicitly considered in the estimation of statistical features of flood damage. A recently developed decision rule on the basis of expected opportunity loss (EOL) is applied to the risk-based evaluation of the relative merits of several competing flood mitigation projects. EOL-based decision rule has the advantages of considering a decision maker's risk-aversion attitude and incorporating more complete statistical features of project outcomes, including their correlations. The influence of the model parameter uncertainty on the project evaluation results is examined through an example FDR project with five design alternatives in which flood magnitude follows a Gumbel distribution.
Introduction
Flood-damage-reduction (FDR) systems aim to prevent and mitigate severe flood damage and risks in the intended target areas. The merit of different FDR design alternatives can be evaluated by the amount of reduced flood damages (including direct, indirect, and intangible losses) that cannot be predicted precisely in an environment with uncertainties. The uncertainties can arise from the inherent randomness of natural processes and knowledge deficiency due to insufficient data and inadequate models. Hence, in engineering designs of FDR systems, flood damage can be treated as a random variable, and risk-based decision making for such systems is to evaluate different flood mitigation alternatives that have uncertain performance metrics. Frequency analysis on floods or rainfalls provides the fundamental uncertainty information about the flood damage and the associated probability to assess flood risk associated with an engineering design.
Uncertainties in risk-based decision making
In general, uncertainties can be classified into aleatory uncertainty and epistemic uncertainty (Ang and Tang, 2007) . The former is primarily due to the natural randomness that inherently exists in the physical phenomena or processes involved (e.g. variation in rainfall amount, flood magnitude, etc.), which cannot be eliminated. On the other hand, epistemic uncertainty arises from knowledge deficiency regarding system behaviour on the part of the observers or analysts. In reality, observed flood data are only available for a finite recording period, and they cannot perfectly represent the long-term variability of the random hydrological processes. The use of finite sample observations induces uncertainty in estimating the underlying random mechanism described by the probabilistic model and its parameters. The uncertainty associated with the sampling errors of using finite sample observations is one type of epistemic uncertainty (Ang and Tang, 2007 ) that can be reduced by collecting and analysing more relevant information.
Both inherent uncertainty of hydrological processes and the sampling errors associated with the estimation of design flood quantiles contribute to the uncertainty in defining the damage-frequency relationship and affect the flood damage estimation. In hydrosystems' design and management, studies for evaluating annual expected flood damage considering epistemic uncertainties associated with frequency distribution models and parameters, along with the inherent hydrological uncertainty, can be found elsewhere (Bodo and Unny, 1976; Wood, 1977; Mays, 1981a, 1981b; Bao et al., 1987; Greco et al., 1999; Tung et al., 2006) . The US Army Corps of Engineers (1996) and Davis et al. (2008) further consider epistemic uncertainties arising from stage-discharge and stage-damage relationships in risk analysis of FDR projects. This paper mainly focuses on the incorporation of epistemic uncertainty resulting from parameter uncertainty due to the use of finite samples and examines its effects on the result of FDR project evaluation. In particular, the study investigates how the evaluation of FDR design alternatives can be affected by the finite sample data. A Monte Carlo simulation is applied in the study to simulate the flood magnitude quantile of various record lengths, which represents the epistemic uncertainty associated with the sampling error of the simulated flood magnitude. The flood damage-frequency relationship is then constructed accordingly to calculate the inundation-reduction benefit for riskbased decision making.
Risk-based decision making
Risk-based decision making is used to determine the optimum design based on the probability distributions of the performance metrics of the design alternatives considering the uncertainty features of alternative outcomes such as benefits and/or costs. Several decision rules have been proposed and used for risk-based decision making (e.g. meanvalue decision rule, probability-of-loss decision rule, and stochastic dominance). In general, there is no single criterion that is universally superior for selecting and ranking alternatives (Su and Tung, 2014) . Moreover, most of the decision rules for project ranking and selection do not have the provision to account for the correlation effect between project outcomes and performance metrics.
A novel risk measure, expected opportunity loss (EOL), is applicable to evaluate, rank, and select infrastructure project designs under uncertainty (Su and Tung, 2012) . The EOL-based decision rule considers known probabilistic features of alternative/project outcomes, including their correlations, in the appraisal of their relative merits. Moreover, the EOL of a chosen alternative can be used for determining its feasibility by comparing it with a decision maker's acceptable risk towards potential flood damage.
The EOL-based decision rule embraces the idea of 'damage control' because it is concerned with the unfavourable consequence of making an erroneous decision.
The scope of this study is limited to the examination of the effects of epistemic uncertainty resulting from sampling errors due to the use of finite samples on the result of EOLbased FDR project evaluation. In particular, through an example FDR project, the study investigates how the selection and ranking of project alternatives can be affected by the finite sample data. A similar study was conducted earlier by Su and Tung (2013b) to address the issue of the effect of a finite sample on risk-based FDR project evaluation in that the population distributional parameters, rather than their sample estimates, were used to calculate the sampling error associated with the flood quantiles. In doing so, the sampling variation of the parameters due to final sample and its effect on risk-based decision results cannot be accurately reflected. Therefore, a Monte Carlo simulation is applied in the study to simulate the flood magnitude quantile of various record lengths, which represents the epistemic uncertainty associated with the sampling error of the simulated flood data. The flood damage-frequency relationship is then constructed accordingly to calculate the inundation-reduction benefit for risk-based decision making.
Proposed method for evaluating decision making under uncertainty
In this study, the influences of sampling errors in estimated distribution parameters on EOL-based decisionmaking results are evaluated. Under the assumed distribution model and population parameters, random samples of flood data with different record lengths are generated by a Monte Carlo simulation. Based on the generated samples, project evaluation is performed in two phases: (1) the flood risk analysis that evaluates the performances of flood mitigation systems under aleatory uncertainty and sampling errors in parameters and (2) an EOL-based decision-making interface that determines the best FDR alternative. Figure 1 shows the evaluation process for EOL-based decision making, considering the inherent randomness of floods and sampling errors due to the use of finite samples.
Flood risk evaluation
Flood damage occurs when the flood magnitude exceeds the design capacity of the system. Each FDR project/alternative has its own corresponding damage-frequency function. In the process of appraising design options, the annual net benefit (NB) is typically used as the economic performance metric for each design alternative. The annual NB of an FDR design is defined as the benefit from the reduction in annual inundation damage (B IR ) minus the annual construction/maintenance cost (C) of implementing the design. The value of benefit B IR of each design alternative is equal to the difference in inundation damages under the condition of 'with' and 'without' implementing the alternative.
Due to the stochastic nature of floods, the inundationreduction benefit B IR is also a random variable. The statistical features of B IR associated with each design alternative, as well as the correlation of inundation damage between two different alternatives, can be computed from the damage-frequency relationships in the flood risk analysis model. In the conventional risk-based analysis that considers only the inherent randomness of floods, the damagefrequency function can be established by conjoining the discharge-frequency, stage-discharge, and damage-stage relationships as shown in solid lines in Figure 2 .
In risk-based analysis and design of an FDR project, both aleatory and epistemic uncertainties may co-exist in the discharge-frequency, stage-discharge, and damage-stage relationships for establishing the damage-frequency function. The stage-discharge rating curve and damage-stage relationship, as shown in Figure 2 (a) and (b), may possess epistemic uncertainty represented by the distribution and range of variation resulting from flow and water-level measurements as well as the survey and estimation of flood damages. Figure 2 (c) shows the co-existence of aleatory uncertainty from the randomness of flood discharge and epistemic uncertainty from the sampling errors. As can be seen, the presence of epistemic uncertainties in any component of three elementary relationships would result in uncertainty in damage-frequency function with a range of variation, rather than simply a single-value curve shown by the solid line without epistemic uncertainty at all. In this study, the only epistemic uncertainty considered is the sampling error in the distribution parameters resulting from the use of finite flood data. The flood magnitude estimator of a specific return period e Q T is a random variable that has the mean e q T , variance s 2 e e q T Þ À and sampling distribution h QT q T jn ð Þ. Considering both aleatory uncertainty and sampling errors, the standard error associated with flood quantiles can be incorporated into the estimation of the statistical moments of benefit B IR . The computations of the mean and the variance of the annual inundation-reduction benefit, considering the quantile sampling errors, of an individual alternative as well as the covariance between two project alternatives are described below.
The expected (mean) value of the annual net inundation reduction benefit (B IR ) for each design alternative due to reduced flood damage, E[B IR ], is used to represent the average economic return from implementing such an alternative of an FDR system. The value of E[B IR ] for design alternative-A i can be computed by (Su and Tung, 2013b) 
where
ð Þ and D w=,A i q T ð Þ, respectively, being the damage functions under the conditions of 'without' and 'with project alternative-A i '; and h Q T q T jn ð Þ is the sampling distribution of T-year flood quantile estimator, e Q T , based on sample size n; and f Q (q) is the probability density function (PDF) of the random floods.
In In the same river basin, the performance merits of different FDR design alternatives are usually correlated because they share common hydrological and hydraulic factors, such as rainfall, flow hydrograph, channel geometry/ boundary conditions, and topographical/land use features in the river basin. Hence, the correlation coefficients (ρ) of B IR between two project NBs from flood damage reduction are
where Cov B IR, A i , B IR, A j jn Â Ã is the covariance of B IR between the NB of alternatives A i and A j , which can be calculated by
in which the term E B IR,A i × B IR,A j jn Â Ã can also be calculated in the similar manner as Eqn (1) 
Sampling error of Gumbel distribution quantiles
The cumulative distribution function of the Gumbel (extreme value type I) distribution is
where α is the scale parameter (α > 0), and β is the location parameter. Several parameter estimation methods can be used to determine the distribution parameters (Kite, 1988; Rao and Hamed, 2000) . In this study, three parameter estimation methods, namely, method of moments (MoM), method of maximum likelihood (MML), and probability weighted moment method (PWM), are used to calculate the standard errors of the Gumbel T-year quantile estimator e X T . The standard error of e X T , s e e X T Þ À , is a function of the sample size, n, and return period, T. Table 1 lists the variances for the Gumbel T-year quantile estimator based on the MoM, MML, and PWM. In general, normal distribution is assumed as the sampling distribution of the T-year quantile estimator (Kite, 1975) .
EOL-based decision rule
When project outcomes are subject to uncertainties, no matter which design alternative is chosen over the others, the decision always has some possibility of being outperformed by other unselected design alternatives. EOL is a choice-dependent risk measure to quantify the potential loss of a chosen design alternative caused by the uncertain state of nature in comparison with other competing alternatives. EOL is formulated under the condition that project outcomes are continuous random variables with known probability distributions.
Consider a pair of design alternatives (A i , A j ), each with their corresponding random outcomes X i and X j . Assuming that a higher outcome value is more desirable, the EOL associated with choosing alternative-A i against an unselected alternative A j is defined as
in which f i,j (x i , x j ) is the joint PDF of the random outcomes X i and X j ; Δ i*,j = X i -X j is the difference in the random outcomes with '*' denoting the chosen alternative; and Δ i*,j is a random variable that has a PDF of f Δi*,j δ ð Þ. The negative sign is introduced on the right side of Eqn (6) to make the loss positive-valued. As can be understood, EOL[A i * , A j ] represents the decision maker's 'regret' for the erroneous decision of choosing alternative-A i against A j when the latter turns out to be better. Hence, a design alternative with a lower value of EOL[A i * , A j ] is more attractive to the decision maker than the unselected one. The correlation or covariance of B IR between any pair of competing FDR alternatives calculated by Eqns (3) and (4) are used in Eqn (6) to define the joint PDF for evaluating EOL. Su and Tung (2012) 
More detailed descriptions on the theoretical aspects of EOL-based decision making can be found in Su and Tung (2012) .
Illustrative example
An example case study of the Chester Creek FDR project is used to investigate the influence of statistical sampling errors on EOL-based ranking and selection of project alternatives. The basic data used in the analysis are extracted and modified from the US Army Corps of Engineers manual (US Army Corps of Engineers, 1996) . The Chester Creek basin is located in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania where the metropolitan region has long been subjected to serious flood problems. The existing levee system is considered to be upgraded to deal with the inundation problem in the basin.
The design alternatives are four upgraded levee systems with different heights (i.e. A 1 : 6.68 m; A 2 : 7.32 m; A 3 : 7.77 m; and A 4 : 8.23 m), and A 5 represents the status-quo condition. Design alternatives are evaluated on the basis of annual NBs resulting from inundation reduction. The EOL-based project evaluation rule is used to determine the preference among the five levee upgrading alternatives.
Flood damage estimation model
Flood damage-frequency functions are developed using the data information of frequency, flow discharge, stage, and damage from the US Army Corps of Engineers (1996) report for the Chester Creek floodplain, from which a damage-frequency relationship without-project (status-quo) condition is obtained. By changing the stage-damage relationships corresponding to each of the four levee upgrading alternatives, the with-project damage-frequency function can also be established. Then, the mean, standard deviation, covariance, and correlation of the reduced damage and the project NBs can be calculated by carrying out the numerical integration of Eqns (1)-(4).
In the report of US Army Corps of Engineers (1996) , 65 years of historical annual maximum flood data are available. The flood data are fitted by the Gumbel distribution, with a sample mean value of 187.85 m 3 /s and standard deviation of 100.5 m 3 /s (Su and Tung, 2013a) . In the Monte Carlo simulation, the values of the sample mean and standard deviation of floods shown above are used to determine the Gumbel 'population' parameters (α, β) in Eqn (5), based on which the statistically plausible random flood series of n = 10-150 samples are generated. For each randomly generated flood series of a specified record length, the sample Gumbel parameters ðe α, e βÞ are estimated by the three parameter estimation methods (i.e. MoM, MML, and PWM). Accordingly, the standard errors for the uncertain flood quantiles of different return periods in each Monte Carlo repetition are estimated by the equations listed in Table 1 . The process is repeated 1000 times, and in each repetition, the values of EOL max (A i ) for each alternative are computed, and the corresponding EOL(A opt ) and ranking are determined.
Results and discussion
Considering the sampling error of estimated flood quantiles, the mean and standard deviation of the annual NB associated with the four upgrading levee alternatives and the covariance between them can be computed by Eqns (1)-(4). An earlier study by Su and Tung (2013b) shows that, under the assumed known distribution model and parameters, a shorter record length leads to a larger sampling error in flood quantiles, which contributes to an increase in the values of mean and standard deviation of NB. This indicates that ignoring the sampling error would underestimate the overall uncertainty of project performance metrics.
According to the minimax criterion stated in Eqn (8), the values of EOL corresponding to the optimum upgrading alternative for the levee system, EOL(A opt ), are shown in Figure 3 in the form of boxplots. Although there is no obvious downward change in the median of EOL(A opt ) with the record length (shown by the red horizontal bar in the middle of boxes), the box diagram clearly reveals that J Flood Risk Management 11 (2018) S1015-S1023the distribution of EOL(A opt ) becomes less dispersed as the record length increases. This means that the choice made from a decision analysis with more information is less uncertain. Furthermore, the distribution of EOL(A opt ) by all three parameter estimation methods is positively skewed (with a long tail towards the high value), and it has the tendency of becoming less skewed (more symmetric) with longer record length. Among the three parameter estimation methods, the MML and PWM yield close median values of EOL(A opt ), whereas the MoM consistently produces a somewhat higher value, especially when the record length is relatively shorter. Although the median of EOL(A opt ) does not change drastically with record lengths, this does not mean that the corresponding optimum levee upgrading the alternative determined by the minimax EOL criterion remains fairly stable with record length. According to Su and Tung (2013a) , the EOL-based ranking of the five levee upgrading alternatives, under the condition of no sampling error (i.e. n = ∞), is A 2 > A 1 > A 3 > A 4 > A 5 , with alternative-A 2 being the best, and the 'status-quo' alternative-A 5 being the least desirable. This can be used as the basis for examining the effect of a finite sample size on the ranking of alternatives, especially on the selection of the best alternative. Table 2 lists the frequency of minimax EOL-based ranking of alternatives A 1 e A 5 under different record lengths when the sampling error is computed by the MoM, MML, and PWM. It is observed that, when the record length is short (say, 10 years), alternative-A 1 (instead of theoretically the best alternative-A 2 ) is most frequently ranked to be the best by all three parameter estimation methods. As more data become available, alternative-A 2 is correctly chosen more frequently as the best alternative. Interestingly, the 'statusquo' alternative-A 5 has a slightly higher chance of being chosen over alternatives A 3 and A 4 when n = 10. At a record length of n = 100, all three parameter estimation methods produce nearly a 100% correct choice of the best levee upgrading alternative for the FDR project with reference to the condition of no sampling error.
It is also interesting to observe that different parameter estimation methods have different rates of converging to correct decisions (in terms of choosing the best alternative-A 2 ) under the condition of finite sample data. The MML method has the fastest convergence rate, followed by the PWM and then MoM. Also, the use of MML consistently produces the highest reliability in making the correct decision, followed by PWM and MoM. In this example application, by MML and PWM, flood data with n = 80 years are sufficient enough to yield an almost (about 99%) accurate choice of the best FDR alternative-A 2 , while the use of MoM can still have somewhat higher chances of making an erroneous decision.
Conclusions
The record length (sample size) of hydrological data available for FDR projects evaluation affects the quality of derived statistical information, the reliability of the estimation, and the sampling error and uncertainty of project benefit evaluation, which inadvertently affects the results of decisions. This paper presents an investigation of the effects of the epistemic uncertainty due to sampling error on the outcome of risk-based decision making of an example FDR project through a Monte Carlo simulation procedure in that different sample sizes are generated.
An EOL-based decision rule is employed to evaluate the relative merits of the alternatives in a FDR project according to the statistical properties of the corresponding annual NB from flood damage reduction. This decision rule has the advantages of taking into account the decision maker's risk-aversion attitude to avoiding the making of erroneous decisions and incorporating more statistical features of project outcomes, including their correlations.
The results from investigating an FDR project extracted from the literature show that not only the sample size of available flood data but also the method of estimating model parameters have an effect on making the correct decision in terms of choosing the best design alternative. When the sample size is small, the choice of parameter estimation method could be important because it affects the likelihood of making the correct decision. However, its influence diminishes as the sample size increases. In this case study, MML appears to be the best parameter estimation method for risk-based decision, followed by PWM and then by MoM. This should have something to do with their respective sampling properties (Hosking, 1989) , namely, (1) maximum likelihood estimators are efficient and asymptotically efficient over the two moment-based estimators considered herein, and (2) PWM estimators are computationally more robust and less biassed than those from MoM using conventional moments.
It is understood that a risk-based decision made on the basis of sufficient information will be more reliable and convincing to the decision maker. Ignoring the effect of uncertainties could lead to an improper decision. The current study is concerned only with the epistemic uncertainty arising from the use of finite samples under the assumption of the known (i.e. Gumbel) probability model. This is not generally the case in reality because one often does not know the true random mechanism from which the data are produced. Many statistical methods are proposed for distribution model selection, and there is no lack of study of their effects on the accuracy of derived flood-frequency relationships in the literature. However, the effect of model uncertainty on risk-based project evaluation still requires further investigation. Of course, there are other sources of epistemic uncertainty in risk-based analysis as shown in Figure 2 , and their effects on risk-based decision should also be examined.
